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Workshop Day 3: Water Quality Data Interoperability Experiment 

Opening 

Tony Boston (Chair of the OGC-WMO Hydrology Domain Working Group) opened the third day of 
the workshop by delivering his welcoming remarks. He highlighted the fact that the OGC-WMO 
Hydrology Domain Working Group (HDWG) would like to identify how to further develop the 
WaterML2 suite of standards with the goal of endorsing a new international standard for water 
quality data exchange. Further, he introduced the main topic of the day, the Water Quality 
Interoperability Experiment, and highlighted the need to create a roadmap for it.  

Introduction 

Silvano Pecora (Vice-President of the WMO Infrastructure Commission) introduced the workshop by 
giving a presentation on “Water quality is known”, which is one of the eight long-term ambitions 
that guide WMO activities related to water. Mr Pecora further spoke about the work of the OGC-
WMO HDWG, and the development and adoption of the WaterML2.0 standards. 

The presentation is available here. 

Water quality data in practice 

• Philipp Saile (UNEP GEMS/Water Data Centre) started this session by giving a presentation 
on water quality data in practice, focusing on the work of UNEP GEMS/Water and its water 
quality information system. The presentation is available here. 

• Dwane Young (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) gave a presentation on the U.S. Water 
Quality data monitoring and sharing, Water Quality Exchange approach and Water Quality 
Portal. The presentation is available here. 

• Sylvain Grellet (BRGM) gave an overview of Water Quality Data Exchange in France and in 
Europe, focusing on the French Water Information System, its structure, purpose, and 
projects. The presentation is available here. 

WHOS & Discovery and Access Broker (DAB) technology 

• Igor Chernov (WMO HydroHub) opened this session with a presentation on the WMO 
Hydrological Observing System (WHOS) and its brokering and standardization approaches, 
highlighting the importance of data interoperability. The presentation is available here. 

• Enrico Boldrini (National Research Council of Italy) gave a presentation on the Discovery and 
Access Broker (DAB) technology, explaining how the DAB brokering framework works and 
what are the benefits of the brokering approach. The presentation is available here. 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/silvano_pecora_-_wqw.pdf?fOLUxk1_Q7fTeKQ2eUge7l1N5g8NUUi_=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/philipp_saile_-water_quality_workshop-day-3-water-quality-data-in-practice.pdf?U_SvZTzKngA52LYvy27N29g7X6DRqiCF=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/dwane_young_-_water_qality_workshop-wqx_young.pdf?ZFraws4F0usSF785sSYsOEsCu7p913xB=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/sylvain_glerret_1_-_water_quality_data_in_practice_france_eu_insight_grellet_draft2.pdf?FswUarAqaOljwXPFDQN2x0SzrGjG8cqV=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/igor_chernov_wqw_chernov.pdf?9qwtc6BTmT5J_f_D91kh4Ova80LEMr3w=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/enrico_boldrini_-_water_qality_workshop_-_dab.pdf?i2tr2RW_sKuE3gsoIelTFnv56PM6_rEV=
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Interoperability and interconnection of the existing Water Quality Data Systems 

Mr Grellet started the discussion by giving a presentation on Interoperability and interconnection of 
the existing Water Quality Data Systems. The presentation is available here. 

After his presentation, Mr Grellet moderated a discussion which included interactive questions and 
polls carried out through the Mentimeter tool.  

The figures below show the responses of workshop participants. 

 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/sylvain_glerret_2_-_interoperability_interconnecting_systems_grellet_draft1.pdf?_Sf2DlHEkuMEoHefxaF88T3Ivp3ymov4=
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Water quality Ontology and WaterML-WQ 

In this session, Simon Cox (CSIRO Land and Water) gave a presentation on Water Quality information 
models, focusing on the OGC standards and the Observable Property Vocabulary.  

The presentation is available here. 

Identifying how to support the WaterML development in the domain of Water 
Quality 

The discussion was moderated by Mr Saile, who gave a presentation on how to support further 
development of interoperable water quality data in the context of WaterML2 suite of standards and 
the 5 Star Deployment Scheme for Open Data. The presentation is available here.  

The figures below show the responses of workshop participants to interactive questions and polls 
carried out through the Mentimeter tool in this Moderated Discussion. 

 

 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/simon_cox-water-quality.pdf?5wZz2y3o2Q2Mh7wB6_9vgsTbYAt_VwqC=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/philipp_saile_-_water_qality_workshop-day-3-moderated-discussion-how-to-support-the-waterml-development-in-wq.pdf?shw_gcAWu_La7jj9NkFDLOFFNHYjx1Rh=
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Water Quality Data Interoperability Experiment 

In this session, Mr Grellet introduced the Water Quality Data Interoperability Experiment, one of the 
OGC innovation initiatives. Mr Grellet explained what an OGC Interoperability Experiment (IE) is, and 
he gave an overview of the 2022 Water Quality IE.  

The presentation is available here. 

Defining the Roadmap for the Interoperability Experiment of water quality data 
with pilot use cases 

The discussion was moderated by David Blodgett (U.S. Geological Survey), who gave a presentation 
on defining a roadmap for the Water Quality Interoperability Experiment (WQ IE). The presentation 
is available here. 

The figures below show the responses of workshop participants to interactive questions and polls 
carried out through the Mentimeter tool in this Moderated Discussion. 

 

 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/sylvain_glerret_2_-_interoperability_interconnecting_systems_grellet_draft1.pdf?_Sf2DlHEkuMEoHefxaF88T3Ivp3ymov4=
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmod8_hydrohub/wmod8_hydrohub/2022-04/david_blodgett_-_waterqualityworkshop_roadmap.pdf?IOHicsfYqUSE0bz7z5YQLvj2fTwiK6da=
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Way forward for the Roadmap 

Mr Blodgett and Mr Grellet led the last session of the workshop, focusing on what are the next steps 
to take regarding the WQ IE.  

Closing 

Mr Cullmann concluded the Workshop by delivering his closing remarks and providing a recap of all 
three days of the Opening Workshop.  
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